Quick start
Macon réversible pool heater
1.To heat your pool:
It’s important that the HEAT LIGHT is on. Your pool Heater will turn your water Cold if
the COLD LIGHT is light up. The mode (COOLING) is used in other countries where they
need to cool the water because it’s too hot outside.

To turn up Heat or Lower Heat:
Make sure that the HEAT LIGHT is on.
Press on

to turn HEAT up and

to turn HEAT down.

Fahrenheit or Celcius:
Press on
Once the indicator light is on, you will see

F°, for Fahrenheit.

Press again, the light goes out, so we are in Celcius.

2. a) How to Start:
Press on

.

The indicator light is light on.

b) How to stop:
Press again on

to stop function.

3. a) How to lock control
To make sure no one plays with the control that have been programmed.
Press on
and
in the same time for 5 seconds.

b) To unlock control
Repeat operation 3-A
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4.Timer ON / Timer OFF

*** In Canada, we don’t recommend to use this option.
For optimum performance, the device must always be on and it will stop itself when
the selected temperature is reached.
If an indicator light TIMER ON / TIMER OFF or the 2 lights are on, do the following to
cancel the function,
TIMER ON indicator light turned OFF or TIMER ON.
Press TIMER and CLOCK to turn off the light and cancel..
Repeat the same operation with TIMER OFF if necessary.

6. How to program your Clock:
Once your Breaker in ON, the control will show 4 numbers.
It’s time to adjust the CLOCK.
a) Press once on CLOCK, the hour numbers will flash.
b) Press one more time on CLOCK, the hour numbers will flash.
Press on
for number to go up or press
for number to down, till you have the
required time, then press CLOCK.
The 2 numbers on the right (minute) flash, repeat B.

The clock is now programmed....

My water is not heating...
Please verify :
1) The breaker is ON ?
2) The indicator light of MODE is at HEAT ?
3) The indicator light of TIMER ON or TIMER OFF is highlighted.
If yes, cancel as demonstrated earlier.
4) The air temperature is too cold to allow heat exchange.
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